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Many times I asked myself why I wrote a book that is so 

economy driven and so much about small scale business.  

I think that every topic has its time and its relevance at that 

time. There was the topic of Social Design in the 60́ s and 

again some years ago, there was the big topic of recycling 

in the 90́ s and so on. Right now the topic of small scale 

business and economy is very relevant, especially for a young 

generation, still studying or working in their first jobs. There 

are countries within the European Union like Greece, Spain, 

Italy and many more with a huge rate - 25% or more - of 

youth unemployment. Since the second world war it was 

never so hard for young people to find a good job, but at the 

same time it was never so easy to start an own business and 

present it to a broader audience. There are a lot of funding 

opportunities for young entrepreneurs but it is also a mixed 

blessing. It is good to raise funds for some parts of a company 

like the development of prototypes, financing exhibitions, and 

so on, but if a business idea is based on fundings, like a lot of 

companies concepts are, the business will fail. At the end  

a business idea must also work without funding. In my opinion 

the best time to start an own business is at university or right 

after. As a student the living standard and the expenses are 

kind of low. That is good because for a young entrepreneur 

the earnings will stay low for some years. Every Euro will be 

put in a new idea or invention. And if it is not working out at 

all it is still possible to hire, with a lot of experience, at another 

company. So that is the reason why I wrote a book about 

small scale business and this book should help to start an own 

company and focus on own ideas ◊

Foreword
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1. Product  
Design

In this book the term product design means not only to  

o	er the service of designing a product for another company, 

it is meant as the possibility of designing, producing and 

distributing a product by yourself. To start a company and  

take the full risk from the first sketch over distribution to  

public relations.

The time is right for shifting product design from o	ering  

a service to starting a small scale production. Manufacturing 

machines are getting cheaper and cheaper and big factories 

are o	ering cheap small scale productions more and more. 

Getting in contact with distributors, shop owners and directly 

with customers is no big deal anymore. 

Designers and producers only have to convince themselves 

that their products are saleable and that they are willing to 

manage a business ◊
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« you only have
to convince yourself
that your product  

is saleable »
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My background as a product designer is that Í m not a product 

designer. Perhaps that is why I see things di	erently. I studied 

architecture at the Technical University of Vienna. During my 

studies I always designed and sold my self-made furnitures 

but at the end they always looked like they had been made 

from Ikea at twice the price. A good idea needs time. Right 

after finishing university some colleagues and myself founded 

the architecture o�ce MOSTLIKELY. We did small scale 

architecture projects till Maik Perfahl and myself designed, by 

accident, our first product. A lamp shade in the shape of  

a donkey head. We saw the potential of the design and started 

to produce and distribute the lampshades by ourselves ◊

Background
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A while ago I was asked if DIY (Do It Yourself) is only a trend 

or a must. I think it is both. In the European Union the labour 

hour is the most expensive factor in a product. If you want 

to reduce the price of a product you have to reduce the 

labour hour within a product. This goal will be reached by 

automization or by leaving the finishing of a product to the 

customers – DIY. So that is the must but there is also a trend 

in the movement of DIY. This trend is coming and going. There 

were always strong DIY movements since the beginning of 

the 20th century like the SIEDLER and SCHREBERGARTEN 

movements in Germany and Austria in the 1920s and 30s. 

Fashion magazines like the BURDA MODE magazine were 

spreading the movement in Europe in the 1950s and 60s and 

the WHOLE EARTH CATALOG was pushing the DIY movement 

in the USA in the 1960s and 70s. In the furniture business, like 

everybody knows from IKEA, DIY is well established. Right 

now we have again a peek of the DIY movement with the help 

of e-commerce platforms like ETSY and the easy possibilities 

of self marketing and self distribution. Also the production of 

products has gotten easier and cheaper with the help of cheap 

tools like stitching machines, large format printers and in the 

future 3D printers ◊

DIY (Do It Yourself)
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There is a big di	erence between a product and a gadget.   

A gadget is a thing without a real use. It is bought as a present 

at a design store, is given as a present, the receiver has a short 

laugh and keeps it for a while and after some time it is thrown 

away. Right now you get these kind of products / gadgets 

everywhere and they are selling like hotcakes. Everybody 

needs a present sometimes. Our company always tries to avoid 

designing these kinds of gadgets. Our aim is to produce goods 

for a special use and these products should help a person to 

feel more comfortable. But the line between a gadget and a 

product is thin. Because of this fact it is good to think about  

design in a „cradle to cradle“ way. If a product is of big use 

to the customer it is perfect. It will be used correctly and 

for a long time. But if a product is of no use to the customer 

and is thrown away it should at least be perfect for recycling 

and bringing back again all the material it is made of into the 

production process. A good way of doing so is to use only 

material in their pure form like wood, pure plastics or metals. 

Mixed up material like compound material should not be used.

Designing a product with a high value for the customer will 

also help to prevent a product from becoming a gadget ◊

Product  
or Gadget
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MOSTLIKELY ANIMALS Do it yourself lamp shades for hanging or 

standing lights. The lamp shades start as 

complex 3D computer models. In a second step 

the 3d computer models get transformed into 

flat plans. These flat plans get printed on 

heavy paper. The product is a printout.The 

customer has to cut out, fold and glue the parts 

together. The final product is a complex object 

at a low price. It can be used as a mask, a lamp 

shade or something else.

33
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The silver pendants are miniatures of our iconic 

lamp shade designs. The small wireframe models 

are produced in Belgium by using a wax 3D 

printing and lost wax casting method. The molten 

silver is poured into the cast, which is made 

of a hardened investment powder - created in 

conjunction with a tree of wax models. Once the 

silver has cooled and solidified, the plaster mold 

is broken and the silver models are removed by 

hand. Finally, the pendant gets a polished finish. 

The chain is made out of silver, in Austria. The 

customers are invited to thread the chain through 

the wireframe model however they like – DIY.

MOSTLIKELY SILVER
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3D PRINTED PENGUIN The 3D printed object can be used as a 

sculpture, a bowl or something else. The penguin 

is printed in more then 8 hours on a desktop 3D 

printer. The object exists of several parts. The 

single parts can be assembled like a 3D puzzle. 

Each penguin has its own serial number and is 

made of PLA plastic.

40
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Collaboration project with the 300 year 

old porcelain manufacturer AUGARTEN. What 

sounds like a culture clash created a win 

win situation for both companies. Viennese 

tradition meets up with high tech. The basis 

for the collaboration are the lamp shades 

of MOSTLIKELY. The penguin and owl were 

designed on the computer and the models 

for the casting molds were printed in 3D by 

MOSTLIKELY. AUGARTEN PORCELAIN produces and 

paints the figurines by hand.

AUGARTEN X MOSTLIKELY 
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Copyright

In times of global trade it is hard to secure own ideas and 

products from getting copied. And in general what is  

an “own idea”? We are always under permanent influence of 

new ideas by images in blogs and the press. Nowadays we do 

not know when we invent something new if somebody else is 

not also inventing something similiar at the same time. 

Technical inventions are kind of easy to prevent from being 

copied, but it is also very expensive. For a product it is possible 

to acquire a utility patent. This is a patent on the look and 

shape of a product. If there is only a little  di	erence in the 

design, it is impossible to prove that the other product is  

a copy. For a small company like us which is acting worldwide, 

it is una	ordable to register utility patents and even if we had 

utility patents on our products and were copied we could not 

a	ord the lawyers fees to sue the other company.

For a small company the best way to be secure of getting 

copied is to stay innovative. Innovation is the key to  stay 

successful. Designers and producers must always work on 

new products behind closed doors. That way they are always 

one step ahead.
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It is also important to work with a certain know-how and 

complexity within a product. That way it is harder to copy the 

product and it will stay much longer unique at the market.  

A simple object with no great complexity behind it, even if the 

product is perfect, is very easy to copy, and if it sells well it will 

be copied very quickly.

If a product does get copied it is necessary for a brand to go 

public. It is important to show the people on social websites 

and the press who the real inventor is. The press loves stories 

like this and the readers will respect the real author of  

an invention ◊
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2. Product  
Development

The described methods of product development in this book 

serve to design and produce a	ordable products. These 

products should be of high value but with a low price.  In 

the opinion of our company MOSTLIKELY, this goal should 

not be reached by outsourcing the production into a low-

cost country. This goal should be reached by leaving the 

production to ourselves or if we are missing the know-how, 

it should be handled by a  specialist within the region where 

we work. Nowadays it is nearly impossible to fabricate an 

a	ordable product in a traditional way in a high-cost country. 

To meet the target of producing an a	ordable product in a 

high-cost country it is necessary to work with the help of 

modern production methods like on-demand and just-in-time 

production and with the possibilities of up-to-date distribution 

alternatives like direct distribution. 

The following chapters will show alternatives to the traditional 

ways of product development, production and distribution ◊
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Invention

In my opinion it is impossible to plan an invention. It is  

a combination of accident, luck and experience. 

For example the design of our first lampshade was in origin 

a mask for a theatre play. The donkey head that we designed 

was rejected by the theatre crew. It was a lost project. For 

a while the donkey head was of no use for us and just lay 

around in the o�ce. One morning I had the idea to cut a hole 

in the top, put a bulb-socket into it and the first prototype 

of a donkey head shaped lamp shade was born. With my 

experience in furniture design I saw the potential of mass 

producing this product. But there is a long way from an 

invention to a finished product that you find in a shop ◊

58 592 ◊ Product Development



Concepts
If inventions are not projectable it is a big help to work with 

concepts. With a good concept it is possible to trick your mind 

and evoke inventions. It will bring your mind somewhere else. 

Somewhere you did not think about before. A concept should 

not be a dogma. If a concept does not work with a good idea 

it is better to leave the concept out due to this particular point. 

A good concept is a central theme that goes through all the 

works of a designer. There are millions of ways to generate 

a concept. Below are some examples of the concepts our 

company MOSTLIKELY is working with.

Product category and keep it simple

The product category makes the di	erence. A lamp is 

a complex object made out of di	erent materials and 

electrical parts. Because of this complexity it is very hard 

to sell it worldwide. There are a lot of regulations for 

exporting electrical goods. On the other hand a lamp shade 

is a very simple object, made out of one or two materials 

without electrical parts. That way it is very easy to distribute 

worldwide. But how is it possible to turn a lamp shade into 

a working light on the other side of the planet? There are 

global players like IKEA that are o	ering the same goods, 

in this particular way, bulb sockets and lamp stands, all 

over the whole planet. It is perfect to use the methods of 

these companies for the approach of our own company 

MOSTLIKELY. We will never have the possibilities to sell a bulb 

socket or a lamp stand for the same price like a global acting 

company. We only have to make our lamp shades work with 

their lights. That way we can sell our lamp shades worldwide 

and only have to tell the customers where to buy the bulb 

sockets or lamp stands for their lamp shades. 

60 2 ◊ Product Development



Open end

It is important to think of a product with an open end, as part 

of a product family or product range. That way a product stays 

open for more to come. If a product is not thought as perfect 

and final, more and better products, spin o	s of the first 

model, will pop up over time. 

Pricing as a concept

The essence of our company MOSTLIKELY is to keep the price 

of our products a	ordable. When we had the idea to create 

jewellery out of the design of our lamp shades we wanted to 

keep the price of the silver pendants as low as possible so that 

the customers who already bought our lamp shades could also 

a	ord to buy our silver chains. The price of 100,- Euros for the 

smallest of the silver pendants seemed to us to be the perfect 

price. But during the process of designing the silver chains 

the product got more and more expensive in production. The 

first step of reduction was to transform our designs into wire 

frame models to save material. In the end we could not a	ord 

the clasp for the silver chain. The idea was born to leave away 

the clasp and finish the chain only with a double knot to keep 

it a	ordable. So the concept of the price forced us to find  

solutions for the structures and clasps of our jewellery series. 

In the end the product looked better and more unique then in 

the beginning.

Turning problems into concepts

Since some time we are working on a new product. It will be 

a box made out of plastic in the design of our lamp shades. 

This sounds not very interesting or revolutionary at first. The 

interesting thing about this product is not the design or the 

predetermined use. It is the production method and all its 

problems. Our aim is to produce these boxes by ourselves on  

a desktop 3D printer in our o�ce in Vienna. The product 

62 632 ◊ Product Development



should also be a critic on the hype of 3D printing. When you 

decide to produce a product on a desktop 3D printer a lot 

of problems appear, like the maximum size of a product or 

the extremly long time to print one piece. We decided to 

turn these problems into the concept of our  product. The 

only possible use of this product is as a bowl, a	ected by the 

maximum size that we could print with a desktop 3D printer. 

Only one product will be produced per day. This makes a 

maximum production of approximately 250 products per year. 

The time a customer orders a product will decide when the 

customer gets the product. First come, first served.  

A certificate inside the packaging will tell the customers where 

and on which day their products got produced. The packaging 

of the product will be in the size of the maximum build volume 

of the desktop 3D printer to visualize the limitation we are 

working with ◊
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« so the concept 
of the price 

forced us to find 
solutions »
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Self Production

There is a saying in German that every start is hard. Also the 

start of a production. You got the perfect designed product, 

you got the perfect packaging and you get the first orders.  

In the beginning there will be orders with a  low quantity like 

10 products per month and if it works out fine it will go on 

with orders reaching 100 pieces per month. And if everything 

works out really fine there will be orders with the production 

volume of 1000 pieces per month. Now the problems start. 

First there will be a need for money for production. For every 

quantity step there will be a bigger need for money till a peak 

of production is reached. So a designer or producer has to 

watch over financiers like relatives or friends. The second 

problem is that with every quantity step taken there will 

be a bigger need for resources for the production like raw 

materials, packaging and so on. Every supplier will need some 

time to check that the new brand on the market is a regular 

customer. It is important to call the suppliers every now and 

then to tell them to stock the goods that are needed for 

production and to bargain for a discount. Specially in the times 

when quantity steps are taken.

The goal of our company MOSTLIKELY is to produce as much 

as possible in our own workshop. The products we do not 

manage to produce by ourself are produced by specialists 

within the European Union. 

Over time we came to realize that in a big variety of products 

some products are selling very well and some not so good. It is 

impossible to know in the beginning which products are going 

well and which not. 
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For example we are selling around 1000 Fox lamp shades 

per year and only 100 Donkey lamp shades in the same time 

period. Because of this fact we are only producing on demand 

and just in time. 

On demand means that the moment we get an order we start 

to produce. Only a few products are stocked. We save money 

by having a small storage and no overproduction. 

Another big help for small scale manufacturers is just-in-

time production. Just-in-time is the term for getting the raw 

materials for a product in the moment an order is placed and 

not stocking the raw materials before. This is kind of risky but 

if there are good contacts to suppliers and the suppliers stock 

the goods needed it will work out fine. Again money is saved 

by having no stock.

If a designer or producer wants to keep a product a	ordable 

it is necessary to eliminate the working hours of a  product 

as much as possible. For example with automization or the 

culture of DIY (do it yourself). 

If we would sell our lamp shades already built, as a finished 

product, the price for one lamp shade would not be a	ordable 

for most people. But we sell them as construction sets, 

in a role of paper, and the customers finish the products 

by themself. That way the price for one lamp shade stays 

a	ordable even if it is produced within a high-cost country. 

The silver pendants and chains we use are mainly made by 

machines. The pendants, small wire frame models in the 

design of our lamp shades, are produced in Belgium by using  

a 3D printed wax model and lost wax casting method. Only the 

removing of the mold and the packaging is done by hand.

The culture of DIY and the access to modern machines are the 

openers for producing a	ordable goods within the European 

Union ◊
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Packaging

The packaging of a product is extremly important. The first 

contact the customer has with a product is the displayed 

object in the shop or even better in the shop window. The 

first contact with the packaging is the pivotal point in taking 

the product or leaving it. The packaging has to communicate 

for whom it is, for what purpose and in which price range the 

product is located.

For example the construction sets for our lamp shades are 

rolled up and wrapped in uncoated paper.  A very simple 

packaging that communicates that the product is a	ordable 

and already packed like a present. Perfect for picking up at a 

store and going right to a birthday party.

Our silver necklaces are packed in beautiful black boxes. The 

packaging itself already looks expensive. The boxes come 

without a label and so are already perfect gifts. The customers 

already know by seeing and touching the packaging that the 

price will be high.   

The packaging is part of the product and the materials of the 

packaging should secure and fit the product and correlate 

with it. The label on the packaging should give important 

information about the product on first sight – clear and 

concise. 

The packaging can communicate even more like for example 

the concept of a product. 
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For our 3D printed containers, we use card board boxes in the 

size of the maximum building volume of the 3D printer which 

we use for production. Inside the box the customers will find  

a certificate that says: 

Number ... computer-crafted in Vienna.  

3D printed in 1 day on the... 

These two sentences communicate that the product is made 

within a high cost country and the production of a small 

container takes around one day. This is a long time for a small 

piece made out of plastic. 

The concept of the product, the packaging and the label is a 

comment on the 3D printing hype and should clarify what is  
possible right now with the help of desktop 3D printers ◊

76 772 ◊ Product Development
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Name Finding

The problem with a good name is always that you know if it is 

good or bad only after the name is already established. 

For example our company MOSTLIKELY had to learn this 

the hard way. We started the lamp shade series under the 

name DONKEY & FRIENDS. Everybody we told said it is the 

perfect name for our product. After half a year we had a 

big e-commerce sale and it was the first time that we had a 

European wide audience. The sale went very well, 300 sold 

items in one week, but there was another company doing 

a sale at the same time and the same place with the word 

donkey in there company name. Shops started to order our 

product at their company. The heads of the other company 

were not amused and they had a copyright on their name. 

They threatened us to take this case to court, so we renamed 

our company MOSTLIKELY as we were called before. In this 

case we were confident that this was the best solution.

A good name is not everything. Much more important than 

the name is the claim. The little sentence under the name that 

explains a product.  A good claim must be short and tell the 

customers everything they need to know about a product ◊

« A lampshade,  
a mask, or  

something else...
You make it  
yourself ! »
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Presentation

Nowadays a picture is more important than a headline. Only 

a few seconds of our attention are determining if we read an 

article or not. The picture next to the headline is the crucial 

factor. The picture must attract us. The image must make 

us feel if we want to know more about it. There must be 

something mysterious, something cool or funny in it. An image 

must tell us the story of the product.

With the MOSTLIKELY animal head lamp shades it is kind of 

easy to generate some nice images but mistakes also happen. 

The shooting for our second series of lamp shades, the Totem 

series, was made in the woods. We wanted to evoke a feeling 

of nature and mysticism but what we created in the eyes of the 

customers was the feeling that the lamp shades were designed 

for outside use because they were presented in nature. But this 

is not possible, the lamp shades are made out of regular paper. 

So every image tells a story and this story should somehow 

correlate with the product.

It is great to work together with a professional photographer. 

With the know-how and experience  of a professional, the 

photos of a product will turn out perfect, but in times of copy 

and paste it brings problems with it too. Once the images are 

published there is no more control of them at all. People just 

copy and paste the pictures into their blogs. For sure this is 

great but if the images are shot by a professional photographer 

the picture rights have to be cleared first.

For a perfect presentation of a product a representative text 

and a product description is necessary. 
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A good product has a good story. A good story must not be 

true in every detail but there should be some truth in it. 

As mentioned before the story of our lamp shades is that their 

first design was a mask for a theatre play but the design was 

rejected. For a while the donkey mask was lying around in our 

o�ce with no use till we had the idea to cut a hole in the top 

so the mask could fit a bulbsocket. A product was invented. 

The story is true but it is only the story of the beginning. There 

is a long way from the idea to a final product. But the story is 

nice and easy to tell. People love these kind of stories and it is 

the best way to communicate a product.

Another important point will be the product description. The 

product description should be as short and precise as possible 

and include all relevant infomation about a product like the 

place of origin, size, weight, how the product gets delivered 

and so on ◊
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Launch

Before a product gets launched it is important to test it. There 

is the possibility of showing the prototype to friends and 

relatives but they will always have a nice word for it. So these 

kind of presentations woń t be very helpful. 

A good test for presenting a new product to a broader 

audience is a fair. It is important to choose the fair wisely. 

There are di	erent kinds of fairs for young people, for old 

people, for rich people and so on. A fair must be chosen that 

fits a product and its customers best. At a fair there is the 

possibility of talking to a lot of foreign people in a short time.  

It is very easy to find out how big the interest in a product is 

and which details the potential customers like most. 

Which color is best? Is the packaging ok? Is the price right?  

Are the people interested at all?

After a fair, talking to hundreds of people and being exhausted, 

the knowledge about a product and what must be rethought  

is tremendous. It is important to implement these changes, 

and when the changes are made the product is ready for 

launching ◊
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Nowadays the way of distributing a product has 

changed a lot. With the help of the internet, the 

possibilities of presenting a product to foreigners 

are endless. Selling a product was never so easy 

as today. Specially in the European Union without 

borders and customs. The o�ce of MOSTLIKELY 

and the production of our products is situated in 

Austria, a country with only 8 million inhabitants. 

Since 1995 Austria is a member of the European 

Union. The European Union is a union of 28 states 

with 505 million inhabitants. So the market within 

the European Union is 63 times higher then the 

limited market of Austria. 

There are di	erent ways of selling a product. For 

example the traditional way of regular distribution 

and the new way of direct distribution. Each track 

has its own pros and cons ◊

3. Distribution
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Regular  
Distribution

The traditional way of getting a product into a shop is the 

work of a distributor. A distributor is a person that buys 

products from producers and sells these products in one 

or more countries to shops. At best it is a person with good 

and long lasting contacts to shop owners and represents 

brands in a perfect way. A good distributor will represent 

products at international fairs, which is very expensive and a 

hard-to-a	ord undertaking for a small or start-up company. 

If a brand is new to the business, a distributor with a lot of 

experience will help to improve a product and make it ready 

for the market.  If everything works fine it is a very easy and 

comfortable way to sell a product, but there are two important 

things to mention.

First the calculation of the pricing of a product must fit the 

needs of a distributor. Working with a distributor may double 

the price of a product. Also a distributor wants to earn money 

and perhaps at the end a product is much to expensive.

Second, the loss of control of a product may be the result. 

Where and in how many stores is the product sold? Is the 

product perfectly represented and so on ◊
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Direct  
Distribution

Direct distribution is the perfect solution when there should  

be no loss of control of a product and to have more options  

on pricing. 

Direct distribution means that the middle man, the distributor, 

gets kicked out of the game and all the work that was done by 

the distributor gets done by the producer of a product. 

It is a lot of work and it will take much longer till a product is 

represented in the best shops, but it is possible. The internet 

and fairs make it possible to start long lasting contacts with 

shop owners and customers, and if a product makes it into a 

shop and sells well the producer will profit big time and on 

a long term basis. 

A good way to have a foot in the door of a shop is to o	er 

special services like free samples to show them in the shop or 

even better, the shop window. Custom-designed displays for 

presenting products in a perfect way will also help ◊
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« custom-designed  
displays help 

presenting the product 
in the perfect way »
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Presale

A very new - and in Europe uncommon - way of selling a 

product is the organising of a presale. A presale of a product 

is a sale where a prototype gets presented first to potential 

customers. Then the customers order the  product and with 

the collected money it is possible to start the production and 

ship the products directly to the public. A perfect way of doing 

so is, for example, at a fundraising platform like KICKSTARTER. 

As mentioned before this is not a very common way in Europe 

but it will get bigger and bigger. For this kind of distribution 

model it is important to have a huge fan base, the customers 

have to trust the brand and believe in the product.  

The organizer of the presale will have to stay in close contact 

with the customers because the customers have paid first and 

wait for their products to arrive. Even though this is exhausting 

it is  a great way for financing a new product ◊
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BOICUT X MOSTLIKELY Collaboration project with the artist BOICUT 

from Vienna. BOICUT made 10 color designs 

for our second lamp shade series named 

TOTEM. Before assembling the lamp shades the 

construction sets can be used as posters. Each 

lamp shade model is limited to 100 pieces.
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Pricing

In this chapter I will explain the terms and definitions that 

a designer / producer will need for selling a product to 

distributors and shops. The terms and definitions, like 

wholesale price, RRP and so on are a little bit confusing in the 

beginning. I had to realize that most young designers do not 

know how to calculate the price of a product correctly. So this 

is a little help to find the correct pricing for a product.

The wholesale price is the amount of money that a shop 

(direct distribution) or a distributor (regular distribution) pays 

for a product. The shop owner normally doubles - or more - 

the wholesale price. This is the recommended retail price (RRP) 

without tax. Every country has a di	erent tax on products. RRP 

plus tax is what the customer pays for a product in a shop.

The distributor normally doubles the wholesale price and sells 

the product to a shop owner. The shop owner again doubles 

the price, adds the tax of the country and sells it to the 

customers.

So there is a huge increase of the price (wholesale price) that 

a product gets sold for to the shops or distributors and the 

final price (RRP) the customers pay for. It is a multiplication 

of  2x, 4x or even more. This is one of the main reasons why 

big companies like IKEA and H&M, which are only selling in 

their own shops are so much cheaper then their competitors. 

Another reason is because they produce in huge quantities in 

countries with cheap labour. 

Most young designers and producers I know do not double the 

price of their products. They think that the final price of their 

products are the cost of material plus the cost of labour.  

C = costs of material
L = labour costs
W = wholesale price
RRP = recommended retail price (without tax)

Regular
Distribution:

Direct 
Distribution:

C + L = W
W × 4 = RRP

C + L = W
W × 2 = RRP
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But this is one of the biggest mistakes designers and 

producers can make in business. If designers and producers  

think like this, they are already trapped. It is a dead end and 

it is not possible to sell the products to distributors and shop 

owners anymore. The only possibility to sell products with this 

kind of pricing calculation is via fairs and private shops. This is 

a huge limitation for products.

Every now and then designers and producers are asked by 

retailers to o	er them exclusivity of special editions of  

a product. It is hard to calculate the price of exclusivity but 

I think I found a good solution. Our brand o	ers the shop 

owners a type of subscription. Every three months the retailers 

have to take a certain amount of products. The exclusivity of 

the products stay as long as this amount gets ordered. If the 

retailers stop ordering the exclusive products, the products are 

free for selling to other shops. That way exclusivity of certain 

products stays a	ordable for the retailers and a constant 

income is significant for the designers and producers. 

It is a hard decision how much designers and producers 

should charge for a product but normally they will recognise 

that there is a certain logic behind what the customers are 

willing to pay for a product. It is possible to make products 

exclusive with a high price or a	ordable for everybody with  

a low one. For some product categories like lights, fashion or 

jewelry, customers are willing to pay more money because 

they are used to it. I had the experience that a price under 

40,- Euros is perfect for a gift and will be bought very often. 

Something that costs more then 100,- Euros is hard to sell 

online because people are scared to spend bigger amounts at 

a webshop where they can not take a closer look at an object. 

So it is obvious that there is a lot of decision making involved 

for finding the perfect price of a product ◊
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E – Commerce

Nowadays there are a lot of opportunities to distribute a 

product via online stores. It is an easy way to show a product 

to a big audience. There are a lot of di	erent e-commerce 

models like own webshops, e-commerce platforms for self 

made goods or curated e-commerce sites.

Very common for building an own webshop are pre-

programmed templates like TICTAIL and SHOPIFY. TICTAIL 

is for free and for SHOPIFY a monthly fee must be paid. Both 

templates are very easy to set up and all features that a good 

webshop requires are already included. 

A much stronger impact on sales will have e-commerce 

platforms for self made goods like ETSY and DAWANDA. 

These shops charge little fees and work with a follower system 

known from FACEBOOK or SOUNDCLOUD. Each time a visitor 

of the webshop tags a product via the like button all the 

followers of the visitor also see the product. For example our 

ETSY webshop reached the peek of 100.000 visitors within half 

a year after its launch. This is a quantity of potential customers 

that is nearly impossible to reach with an own webshop. If we 

were lucky we would have reached this number of visitors 

within 10 years. We use e-commerce platforms like ETSY for 

worldwide sales and DAWANDA and SELEKKT for the German 

speaking market.

Another advantage is that there are a lot of scouts for curated 

e-commerce sites. This is a big opportunity to sell a product to 

a broader audience. The biggest curated e-commerce sites are 

MONOQI in Germany, ACHICA in Great Britain and FAB for the 

US market. The system is always the same. A brand provides 

the e-commerce shop with photos and texts of their products 
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and a sale will be run for some days. After the sale is finished 

the e-commerce shop will send an order with the products 

they sold within their presentation. A brand has to be very well 

organized for these kind of sales. There is only limited time 

from getting the order to packaging the goods and shipping 

them to the warehouse of the e-commerce shop. From the 

warehouse the products will be sent to the final customers. 

There is also the possibility of shipping the goods directly to 

the final customers. This is called dropshipping. But for this 

kind of delivery a brand must be even more organized and 

stock the resources for it. For example our company had a sale 

at FAB in autumn 2013 where we sold 300 items within 5 days. 

These e-commerce shops are also a good base for showing 

a product to a wide audience of regular retailers. It is a great 

way to see the newest trends on the market.

All these e-commerce shops have in common that the first 

impression is the most important. A brand has only some 

seconds to convince the customers that their products are 

interesting. The brand will do this by presenting appealing 

pictures of their products and perfect headlines. 

A big help for increasing sales at webshops are blogs. If a 

product is shown on a blog, including a link to a webshop, it is 

only one click from an interesting article to buying a product.

An important aspect in e-commerce is the relation to 

the customers. It is important to answer questions and 

cancelations fast and polite. Most customers are impolite in 

their first mail because they think they woń t get an answer 

and have been tricked. But if answering is fast and polite the 

customers will also react nice and understandable.

The problem with e-commerce is that it is changing very fast. 

Every month a new e-commerce platform is popping up. At 

the same time another one is closing. But never the less it is a 

perfect opportunity to start a business and show products to 

a huge audience ◊

Betreff: Dusk, Trendy Caps. Mostlikely, DIY Paper Lampshades. Is Not Dead, Expérimentaon & Art. Coltesse, Unique & Graphic Tees.
Von: RAD <contact@raaad.fr>
Datum: 22.08.2013 10:03
An: john <wolfgang.list@mostlikely.at>

















  

  

Dusk,	Trendy	Caps.	Mostlikely,	DIY	Paper	Lampshades.	Is	Not	Dead,	Expérimentation	&	Art.	Colt... 	

1	von	3 09.02.2015	16:18
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Retail Market

The classical way to sell a product is through shops. The right 

shop in the perfect location will bring a constant income. 

Important is to find the perfect setting for a product. Should 

a product be sold for example in a more design oriented or 

technical environment. There will be shops that fit the essence 

of a product less or more. There are also the possibilities of 

synergies nobody thought about first. 

For example our lamp shades in the shape of animal heads 

sell very well in fashion stores. The lamp shades are used for 

decorating the mannequins for showing the fashion. The lamp 

shades are an additional product in the fashion stores that the 

customers also like to buy. In comparison to the price of the 

clothes in the shop the lamp shades are quite cheap. It is good 

to look out for these kind of synergies for the placement of 

a product. 

The disadvantage with the classical retail markets is that it is 

very hard to get into the shops. The shop owners take a high 

risk by buying new products on stock for their shops. They 

are scared that a new product does not sell at all. For them it 

is hard to calculate how much they should buy. To avoid this 

problem it is good to have no limit on the quantity ordered. 

A good distributor and shop owner relationship is intensive 

and long lasting. It is important to stay in a constant contact, 
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answering a lot of questions and o	er the shop owners free 

products for testing and displaying. To be sure that a product 

gets the ideal positioning in a shop it is also good to o	er 

custom designed displays for free. Good distributor and seller 

relationships are based on trust. So the easiest way is to work 

with an outstanding distributor. But this is also a loss of control 

and money. In my opinion it is better to wait a little bit longer 

and build ones own long lasting relations.

A lot of shops o	er to take products on consignment. It is 

a good solution to get a foot in the door but it is a horrible 

model on a long term basis. In consignment models the 

producers and sellers always have to wait for their money and 

the more products that are out on consignment in di	erent 

shops, the more confusing it gets.  

A good way to reach new customers in new areas are pop-up 

stores. It is a lot of work but most of the time these pop-up 

stores are made by motivated people in interesting places and 

at a good time period, for example before christmas.

Altogether selling at a shop in a good location that fits a 

product perfectly will bring constant sales for a longer period. 

And if a product sells well, the shop owners will also have an 

open mind for follow up products ◊
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Shipping

In the European Union our brand MOSTLIKELY normally sends 

with UPS, DHL or a similar provider. We work together with a 

logistics partner that always arranges the cheapest delivery. 

Outside of the European Union we send with regular post 

because it can get very expansive to send with an express 

shipper. 

The price for shipping a box with the dimensional weight 

between 1 and 30 kg is not a big di	erence but if a box is sent 

with the dimensional weight of more then 30 kg, shipping can 

get very expensive. For example a box with the size of 65cm x 

45cm x 45cm has a dimensional weight of 28 kg. A box  with 

the size of 65cm x 45cm x 50cm has a dimensional weight 

of 31 kg. The dimensional weight is not the real weight of a 

shipment. The calculation for the dimensional weight can be 

found on the opposite page.

In general, packaging should be as compact as possible to 

save money.

Packaging for overseas shipment must be much more stable 

then packaging within the European Union. It is important to 

be careful with the pricing of shipment in a webshop because 

packaging can be very expensive. Generally the packaging 

must be very solid because resending can be expensive and 

sending back again can become even more expensive. For 

example UPS charges double the price for sending back. This 

can quickly turn a business into a loss. Another reason for 

returns is an incomplete or incorrect address. The best way 

to avoid this is to put the telephone number of the receiver 

onto the package. Unfortunately it is not so easy to get the 

telephone numbers of the receivers. 

Length (cm) × 
Width (cm) × 
Height (cm)

5000 

= dimensional 
Weight (kg)
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Pricing of shipping should always be in relation to the price of

a product. For example one of our lamp shades costs 35,- Euro.

The o�cial price for shipping in the European Union is around 

10,- Euro and for example to the USA 16.00,- Euro. Our 

company charges 5,- Euro for shipping within the European 

Union and 10,- Euro for the rest of the world. We make a 

loss with shipping but the relation between product price 

(35,- Euro) and shipping price (5,- Euro) is more attractive and 

thereby we motivate more people to buy online. In reality it is 

not a loss because selling directly to the public means earning 

more money. 

To make online shopping even more attractive it is good to 

o	er a discount if a customer buys a lot online. For example 

free shipping for orders over 100,- Euro. It woń t be a loss, 

people will buy more.

Shippings outside the European Union can also become 

expensive for the customers because of tax regulations. 

Shippings within the European Union are free of tax but each 

country outside of the European Union has a di	erent rule for 

tax on products and shippings ◊
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4. Marketing

Marketing is a tool for establishing a brand and their products. 

It is predominantly for communicating the essence of a 

company and the value of their products. A company must tell 

the story of their brand and products as clearly and concisely 

as possible. The information must be broken down into only 

some words. The general public does not have the time to 

think about a brand and their products, in a matter of seconds 

they have to understand the value of a brand and choose 

one item out of a selection of products. There are many 

possibilities for telling the story of a brand and their products, 

from fairs over exhibitions to the printed press and blogs ◊
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Collaborations

Collaborations are perfect for establishing a brand. No matter 

if a brand works together with a solo artist or an already 

established company. It is important to filter the essence of 

the collaborator and analyze what the partner stands for.  For 

example if a brand works together with an artist it is necessary 

to profit from the creativity, style and fan base of the artist.  

If a brand works with a very traditional company it is important 

to learn from the tradition of the company and profit from 

their establishment in the market. Vice versa it is fundamental 

to let the other side profit from the brand culture of the 

collaborator. Perhaps it gives an artist the chance to bring a 

serial manufactured product to the market instead of doing 

only single art pieces. Or a very traditional company gets a 

newer and younger image by working together with a brand 

that is fresh on the market. That way it is possible to create  

a win-win situation for a new brand and their collaborators.

To mark these products as even more particular it is significant 

to brand these products as special editions or limited editions ◊
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« collaborations 
are perfect  

for establishing 
a brand »
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MÜHLBAUER X MOSTLIKELY Special Edition for the 111 years anniversary 

of the Viennese hat manufacturer MÜHLBAUER. 

MOSTLIKELY transformed the two hat models 

Kim B and Graf Theo into paper objects. The 

designs are delivered as construction sets 

and can be used as hats or lamp shades.
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MAK X MOSTLIKELY Special edition design for the 150 years 

anniversary of the MUSEUM OF APPLIED ARTS 

in Vienna. The lamp shade models PENGUIN 

and FOX were dyed with the anniversary 

colors cyan and magenta.
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Exhibitions

Exhibitions are perfect for showing products of a brand in  

a di	erent context. Showing products in a gallery or museum 

opens the possibility of exhibiting more than only the sellable 

objects. It is an opportunity to show the process of the 

design, the development of a product or the working method 

of a brand. That way it is possible to reach a complete new 

audience and get them behind the scenes of a business.

For example whenever our brand gets the chance for an 

exhibition we try to show something di	erent then our 

regular work. We try to generate something new, something 

extraordinary. A museum or gallery is a perfect stage for 

design. The aim of our company is to experiment with the 

medium of paper. We build huge paper sculptures with the 

help of a lot of people. These paper scultptures like THE 

BASILISK for the VIENNA DESIGN WEEK or THE LOOP at the 

KUNSTHAUS GRAZ are made out of 300 – 400 single parts. 

These parts are constructed by volunteers in hundreds of 

working hours in a museum or gallery under constant public 

viewing. The exhibition is not only the final sculpture, it is also 

the process of building something big together.  
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There is always the risk of failing like in a big soccer game for 

example. The exhibitions are never repeated and are always an 

experiment with the material paper. We named these methods 

„crowdconstructing“ and „low tech prototyping“.

Crowdconstructing is our term for outsourcing the work that 

is normally done by designers, like developing and producing 

an object, to a group of volunteers.

Low tech prototyping is our term for producing something big, 

fast and a	ordable like our oversize paper sculpture. The term 

is meant as a critic on the expensive and in size limited process 

of rapid prototyping ◊ 
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OF DONKEYS AND BASILISKS MOSTLIKELY participated at the VIENNA 

DESIGN WEEK 2012 with a reconstruction 

of the Viennese BASILISK, a legendary 

creature. It was composed of exactly 

360 complex, individual parts, which 

consisted of a total of 3780 different two 

dimensional paperforms, and those again 

were glued together on 22680 folds. Low 

tech prototyping – by applying this method 

in a manic way we succeeded in creating 

something delirious.

Participants: Patrick Juttel, Iza Rogucka, 

Anna- Katharina Nickel, Mira Tesselaar, 

Julia Machan, Barbara Karner, Clio van 

Aerde, Linnéa Jänen, Peter Gála.
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TOTEM X ZABALAZAA In 2014 MOSTLIKELY was invited to Cape Town 

/ South Africa to participate at the DESIGN 

DISCOURSE: AUSTRIA – SOUTH AFRICA exhibition. 

During the exhibition MOSTLIKELY held a workshop. 

30 visitors tried to construct a 2m high totem 

out of paper. The final result was painted by  

the artist ATANG TSHIKARE.
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Fairs

A fair is the perfect opportunity for a company to learn about 

itself. At a fair it is possible to talk to hundreds of visitors in  

a day, and the stories of the brand and their products will be 

repeated again and again all day long. By repeating the stories 

it is preprogrammed that a company will find out what the 

essence of the brand and their products is. Every time the 

stories are told, they will get shorter and more precise. It will 

become clearer and clearer what the visitors of the fair like 

most about the stories and how fast they get the stories.  

A fair is also a perfect location for doing something special, 

for presenting a brand and their products in an extra ordinary 

environment. 

For example for the launch of our collaboration with the artist 

BOICUT we built a two meter tall totem only constructed out 

of paper. At the BLICKFANG fair in Vienna the artist BOICUT 

was painting this sculpture live on site. It was an eyecatcher 

and our presentation caught the attention of the visitors 

who were passing by at first sight. The vistors of the fair saw 

something extraordinary and they were magnetized and 

started to talk with us ◊
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TOTEM X BOICUT This two meter high totem was designed as 

an eyecatcher for the international fair 

BLICKFANG 2013 in Vienna. The sculpture 

exists of 90 elements and was built in 

one day by 45 students of the NEW DESIGN 

UNIVERSITY in St. Pölten. The artist BOICUT 

painted the totem with his unique style 

during the BLICKFANG fair.
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Crowdfunding

Crowdfunding is a way of raising money for a new business 

idea or product. On a crowdfunding platform a project will 

not only be discussed with one investor, the idea will get 

funded by a large number of people. This kind of funding 

is not very common in Europe and most of the projects are 

failing but never the less it is a perfect way for introducing 

a new product or a concept of a product to a big audience. 

It is perfect for presenting a new idea or arranging a presale 

of a new product. These kinds of presentations are called 

campaigns. The most common crowdfunding plattforms for 

a worldwide appearance are KICKSTARTER and INDIEGOGO. 

For the German speaking market STARTNEXT is the biggest. 

What these platforms have in common, is that the initiator 

is forced to arrange a perfect presentation of the venture or 

product. It is essential to produce a video, write texts and 

shoot photos. For being successful with a campaign it is 

necessary to have a big fan base and to promote the campaign 

intensively via social networks. It is extremly important to 

keep an eye on the hidden tasks that will take a lot of time, like 

answering questions from customers and the costs and time 

for producing and shipping the ordered products all over  

the world ◊
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Blogs and Press

Blogs and press are perfect for releasing news like a new 

product, a new feature of a product, a new collaboration and 

so on. On one end there are blogs and press from product 

designers for product designers like DEZEEN. These kind of 

blogs and press are used by designers for inspiration and 

research. And on the other end there are blogs and press 

from journalists for readers who are interested in design. 

Articles from the former case will have a huge impact on the 

fame of a designer or brand, articles from the latter will have 

a huge impact on the sales of a product. In my opinion it is 

more important for designers and brands to watch out for the 

second kind of blogs and press. 

For example in 2012 our company had a feature on the blog 

THIS IS COLLOSAL. I never heard of this blog before, but 

within one week we sold 100 lamp shades to the readers  

of this blog. 

The thing with blogs in comparison to regular printed press is, 

that if there is a good feature on a blog about a product, and 

there is a direct link to a webshop, the readers are only one 

click away from the shop and two clicks away from buying. 

This highlights the problem with printed press very well. It is 

good to be featured in a newspaper or magazine, it makes a 

designer or brand more popular but the readers cannot go 

on exploring a designer, a brand and their products. It is a 

long way from a newspaper or magazine to the computer, the 

website and the webshop of a designer or brand ◊
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Teaching

During THE BASILISK project for the VIENNA DESIGN WEEK 

2012 our company had to realize that without the help of a lot 

of people we cannot repeat this kind of work. So we started to 

collaborate with Universities like the TU-GRAZ and the NDU  

at St. Pölten for experimenting with the medium of paper.  

The students helped us to build oversize and extraordinary 

paper sculptures and as compensation the students learn  

how our company works and which techniques we use for 

generating our products and sculptures. It is a mixture of 

lectures and a very intensive workshop. In the lectures the 

students get a closer look at our brand identity and the way 

we design, produce and distribute products. The students also 

learn the program PEPAKURA, which we use for our paper 

products and sculptures. In the workshop the students learn 

teamwork and logistics. Each paper sculpture exists of more 

then 300 non identical parts. Each part is built by hand by 

the students. The sculptures look like extremely complex 3D 

puzzles. It is only possible to keep an overview with the help 

of a computer. These workshops are a mixture of low tech and 

high tech. To finalize the sculptures in a limited time frame it 

is necessary that all students work from hand to hand. If every 

student does not give his or her full performance the whole 

project may fail ◊  
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THE LOOP The loop, a 5m long and 2,5m tall paper sculpture 

built by 21 students of the TU GRAZ. The students 

designed the sculpture in one day and built the 

whole structure in 4 days under the eyes of the 

visitors of the KUNSTHAUS GRAZ. 330 different 

stones made out of paper and approximately 900 

working hours formed this loop. 

Participants: Alexandra Petrova, Andrea Singer, 

Claudia Brandl, Emela Sejranic, Flora Flucher, 

Gilbert Wohlfahrt, Judith Weiss, Julia Prinz, 

Kajetan Matzer, Kalina Stoyanova, Kathrin 

Eingang, Nelly Tsenova, Nora Endrizzi, Philipp 

Grein, Polina Duschkova, Raphael Martinz, Sandra 

Freudenthaler , Simone Stepan, Sophie Theres 

Nagele, Stefan Strohmayer, Stefanie Bachleitner.
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SCHABRAKENTAPIR The SCHABRAKENTAPIR is a 8m long and 2,5m tall 

paper sculpture built by 30 students of the NEW 

DESIGN UNIVERSITY in St. Pölten. It symbolizes a 

Trojan Horse and is designed as a hiding place 

for one of the students to enter the LOUVRE 

in Paris secretly. The students designed the 

sculpture in one day and built the whole structure 

in 4 days. 350 various stones made out of paper 

and approximately 950 working hours formed the 

SCHABRAKENTAPIR. 

Participants: Silvia Aguilar, Marcel Bilek, Sara 

Föttinger, Daniela Frisch, Aline Gagern, Klara 

Hilpert, Anja Sophie Huber, Diana Hübner, Jasmine 

Klune, Marlies Köck, Katharina Kreger, Simone Lang, 

Bernadette Litschauer, Anna-Maria Ljubojevic, Niklas 

Murhammer, Maria Szücs, Lisa Pavitschitz, Marisol 

Piber, Natalie Pichler, Christian Pichlkastner, 

Rallou Posawad, Nataliya Privalova, Sara Rois, 

Pia Schäffner, Marisa Scholz, Katharina Sickha, 

Carina Starkl, Miriam Tadrous, Markus Url, Brankica 

Veselinovic, Denise Alberta Zorn.
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